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     DATE: March 15, 2016 
           TO: SLLC Members 
     FROM: Duane Trammell, Carol Haddock, Tara Mibus, Luis Duran-Aparicio 

SUBJECT: Intuition: Increasing Your Servant Leadership Bandwidth  
On Friday morning we had an exciting kickoff 

to our 2016 Dallas SLLC sessions by exploring the 

use of intuition in servant leadership. We learned 

about gut, expert, and strategic intuition and how 

our subconscious quickly processes data and 

experience to give us valuable intuitive insights. We 

shared our personal stories of intuition with each other and learned how it shows up in different ways for each 

of us. We dialogued the perception of intuition in our organization’s culture and how to strengthen support 

for intuitive decision making. Our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to Ben Dilla and Parkland Hospital System 

for hosting us and providing a tour of their amazing new patient-centered facility. Thank you to Shaunna Black 

and Mike Blevins as well for sharing their personal stories to encourage us all on the journey of learning when 

and how to trust our instincts. 

SUGGESTED ACTION ITEM 

Keep an intuition journal. When making a decision, record your thoughts and feelings, both mental and 

physical, and the outcome of your action. Review your journal periodically to learn the ways your intuition 

speaks to you and how to keep yourself open to hearing and using this valuable resource.  

YOUR FEEDBACK 
Thank you for your feedback.  Your comments about what you found most valuable focused on 

networking with new participants, building relationships, hearing personal stories about how other 

organizations implement servant leadership, the guest speakers, learning about the different types of science-

based intuition and validating how they can be useful and acceptable in business, the dialogue time, and 

learning how other companies use servant leadership in different industries. 

Your suggestions for improvement focused on spending 

more time in session, more time in dialogue, less personal stories, 

food, a larger venue, a better sound system, more opportunities to 

get to know other members and longer networking, hearing more 

about concrete skills to tap into intuition, and tying intuition to 

servant leadership. 

 

We are looking forward our second session on Friday, June 10, at Communities Foundation of Texas. We will 

be hosting a Servant Leadership Symposium. Please plan to take advantage of this opportunity to learn 

about many aspects of culture change from some experienced servant-leaders among your peers. 

Until then, 

Duane, Tara, Luis, Carol and all our TMCA Partners 


